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I like fbur things about Sc'ience and Politit:s in Interncfiional Environmental Regimes'.

It takes seriously the intersection of science and politicst it provides both an historical
analysis and careful discussion of flve important cases; it applies a simple pattern-
tracing strategy to look at f'actors that facilitate or impede the transformation of
research-based knowledge into policy premises; and it highlights the importance of
the skills and behavior of individuals occupying important boundary roles. I know of
no other work that accomplishes both an in-depth treatment of particular international
regimes and a comparative framework that renders strong lessons for improving the

dialogue fbr actions that must be based on the precautionary principle.
The authors' concern is the utilization of scientific knowledge as input fbr interna-

tional environmental policy. In their words, they want to answer the fbllowing question:
"To what extent and how is the utilisation of research-based knowledge as input for
international environmental policy affected by the way the science-politics dialogue
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is organized'?" The dependent variable is a crude scale of "degree of adoption" that

varie.s fiom low (clecision makers recognize the relevance and usefulness of the kinds

of knowledge that scientists produce) to medium (decision makers accept as valid

the substantive conclusions that meet the standards of the scientific cclmmunlty) to

high (decision makers adopt scientific inputs as guiding policy). The independent vari-

ables are two dirnensions of the institutional arrangement between science and policy

bodies. These are autonomy/inte-urity and responsiveness/involvement' elch operlt-

tionally clefined by an index or checklist of variables. Two control variables are the

state oi'knowledge (clegree of uncertainty or ambiguity of scientific evidence) and polit-

ical malignancy (horv much conflict is associated with the problem itself)' In addition'

public salienc-"- is consiclered as a reinforcing variable that influences the adoption of

inputs liom scientific research.

The fir.e case studies cover the whaling regime (the International Whaling Commis-

sion). land-based marine pollution in the north-east Atlantic (the Paris Conventton

and the \orth Sea Conf'erence). acicl rain in Europe (the United Nations Economic

Contnrission fbr Europe Conr''ention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution)' the

straro\pheric ozone regime (the Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol). and

clintate change (the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the

Kloto Protocol). In each case the authors describe policy evolution, the organization of

scientiftc assessment, and the institutional design for the interaction between decision

makers ancl scientists. Each case is chock-full of documentation of criticll events and

e hrllenges to a stnooth intcrface.
This book shows that scientific research is recognized as the supplier of relevant

knon leclge. especially for problem identitication and diagnosis, and sometimes for

c.rplicit policy aclvice. The degree of uncertainty that is farniliar to scientific discourse

..n b. intentionally exploited to prevent fruitful negotiations, yet scientific consensus

.ibout the problem;s critical aspects and about uncertainty itself retards explicit chal-

lc'n!e\ to science as the appropriate source of knowledge. Nonetheless' scientific

c(rlt\ensus is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce collective action'

ht l-act. the authors conclude that the two institutional dimensions did not seenl

to be critical tactors in c'letermining the degree to which research-based knowledge is

ru:ed as the premise for environmental policies. Instead. the state of knowledge seems

t9 be ntclrc llnportant than organization and procedure. In addition, the authors note'

incliridual leadership plays an extremely important role at the intersection of knowledge

and Policr'.
This book would be ideal for a graduate seminar in the social dynarnics of inter-

national treaties. I could envision inclividual students covering the five cases in depth.

having been provided with the excellent introductory chapters' The instructor could

leacl the students through the exercise of case stucly preparation and synthesis since the

book is strLrctured in this manner' I highly recommend this book'


